MARMIRO STONES

®

CREATED BY NATURE. CRAFTED WITH PASSION. ®
THIN VENEER ON MASONRY WA LL INSTA L L ATION

WALL CAP STONE
MSNSTV

8” CMU

VENEER MORTAR

1. Waterproof the CMU block with a liquid waterproof system.
2. Apply a mortar mix for the scratch coat. Mix 1 bag of portland cement, 1/4 bag of lime, and 24
shovelfuls of mason sand.
3. Apply MSNSTV in a leveled line, working from the bottom up.
4. Place MSNSTV with no mortar joint, creating a tight fit. (See below for installation with grout
joint)
5. Perform all cuts with a grinder using a diamond blade.
6. Apply veneer mortar to the back of MSNSTV.
7. Wipe off excess cement on the face of the stone.
Optional Installation - Install MSNSTV with 1/4” - 3/8” mortar or grout joint using
spacers.
1. Add mortar or grout into joints (1/4” - 3/8” joint). Sponge off excess
mortar or grout from the joints (color can be added to mortar if needed).
*MSNSTV - MARMIRO STONES® NATURAL STONE THIN VENEER
Disclaimer: Applicable to Marmiro Stones® Products & Suggested Installation Guidelines
The following installation information is provided to assist Marmiro’s customers with installation, maintenance and usage decisions. It is understood that the installation,
maintenance and usage employed by each customer is outside the direction and control of Marmiro Stones® and as such, is strictly and completely the choice and responsibility
of each customer and their installer. Marmiro Stones® expressly disclaims any and all asserted claims which may arise directly from information contained in this document(s),
including but not limited to, loss of rights, materials, personal injury or other potential injury. Marmiro Stones® and its agents and employees are held harmless against any loss,
damage, claim, suit, or loss to any property, or violation of any applicable laws or regulations resulting from, or in connection with, the sale, transportation, installation or use of
our products by the buyer.

